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Grant expands innovation and entrepreneurship program
Grace Berchem
Staff Writer

A $23,000 grant from the
National Collegiate Inventors and
Innovators Alliance will contribute
to continued advances in Lawrence
University’s innovation and entrepreneurship program.
The rapidly growing program began in 2008, incorporating the economics and physics
departments with the course “In
Pursuit of Innovation.” The program has expanded to include
“Entrepreneurship and Financial
Markets” and “Entrepreneurship in
Arts and Society.”
In the course, “In Pursuit of
Innovation,” students are required
to create inventions that can be
practically implemented.
For example, one student team
invented a hand sanitizer machine
with a sensor that alerts people to

sanitize their hands when walking
into a room. This device is intended for hospitals and clinics where
infection rates are high.
Assistant
Professor
of
Economics Adam Galambos, who
teaches “In Pursuit of Innovation,”
noted that the grant might make
it possible for students to act on
their plans and introduce their
products into society.
The interdisciplinary element
is vital to the success of the program. Plans have been made to
include faculty and students from
all disciplines.
“We have a chance to create something together,” said
Galambos in regards to the importance of involving the whole
Lawrence community.
Implementers strive to incorporate the innovation and entrepreneurship program into the
Appleton community. At this time,
local entrepreneurs are coming to

Lawrence to talk with students, but
there are plans to take this further.
The hope is that small businesses or non-profit organizations
in the area would be able to come
to the students with problems.
The students would then have the
opportunity to propose solutions
and see their plans in action. By
providing the chance to apply academic skills in a way that benefits
society, students would gain meaningful real-world experience.
“I envision entrepreneurship
as taking the new ideas that are
created and finding a mechanism
so they have value for a sustainable enterprise” said Professor of
Economics Merton Finkler.
Currently, a proposal is in the
works that would create a physical
place for students to collaborate
and interact with the community.
This space would also serve as a
reminder of Lawrence’s dedication
to innovation and entrepreneur-

The main goal of the event
is to demonstrate the importance
of research at the undergraduate
level and to garner support from
government officials in maintaining funding for research programs
in the U.S.
While in Washington, D.C.,
Schreiber spent all day Tuesday in
individual meetings with senators,
representatives and congressional
aides, and then spent Tuesday evening discussing his poster and
the importance of undergraduate
research with anyone who stopped
by the poster session, which was
held in the congressional buildings.
Since spring term of his freshman year, Schreiber has been
working with Associate Professor
of Chemistry David Hall to conduct research on the biochemical
mechanisms of asthma exacerba-

tion, specifically asthma exacerbation caused by infection with the
common cold, or rhinovirus.
This research was made financially possible by a grant that
Hall received from the National
Institute of Health that allowed
him to train a number of students
in conducting research in this area
of asthma study.
Schreiber’s main focus within
the research has been looking at
the role of a class of compounds
called small G-proteins in worsening asthmatic responses. He studied how the G-proteins establish
the inflammatory microenvironment that is initiated in the human
airway upon exposure to rhinovirus.
Schreiber’s experience with
asthma extends beyond the laboratory. When asked how he got
involved in this research work,

ship.
As this is still a very new idea,
it remains unknown whether the
space would be a new area on campus or a storefront in downtown
Appleton.
Ideally, Lawrence’s program
would be academic but also practical in its ability to serve the community.
The innovation and entrepreneurship program would provide
an alternate way to look at the
problems presented by the economic recession. This program
requires thinking creatively to
solve problems, communicating
ideas and taking risks.
“Recession makes people think
about what they want to do,” said
Finkler. “It is the mother of opportunity and the mother of invention.”
“Many students here are natural entrepreneurs. They learn a lot
of extremely useful skills increas-

ing the chances of creating something really new and really powerful,” said Galambos.
Though there is an entrepreneurial focus to the program, the
Lawrence faculty has made a point
to distinguish this from a business
program. Galambos stated, “We
don’t want a business program.
Many people think we are trying to
[create one]. We are not.”
Instead, the new focus on an
entrepreneurial mindset has taken
shape as a result of frustration
over the limits of what a textbook
can teach.
This program will provide a
way for the entire campus community, not only economics students,
to realize the ways in which skills
and knowledge can be applied to
life outside of the college to bring
about sustainable, meaningful
change for society.

Lawrence senior presents asthma research on Capitol Hill
Laura Streyle
Staff Writer

Posters on the Hill, an event
hosted at the Capitol building in
Washington, D.C. by the Council
on Undergraduate Research, featured Lawrence University senior
English and biochemistry double
major Michael Schreiber and his
research on asthma exacerbation
by the common cold on Tuesday,
April 13.
Schreiber was one of 80 undergraduate students chosen from
schools across the country to bring
his research to the Capitol. During
his visit, he discussed his findings
with senators and representatives
who make policy and appropriations decisions about projects at
the National Science Foundation,
the National Institutes of Health
and the Department of Energy.

Photo courtesy of Senator Russ Feingold

Schreiber responded, “One of
the reasons I chose to come to
Lawrence was to conduct asthma
research with Dr. Hall. I was a
childhood sufferer of severe, acute
asthma, so asthma is a disorder of

personal relevance to me.”
Previous to the Poster on the
Hill event, Schreiber presented
his research at the American

See Lawrence on page 5

SLUG hoop house to extend garden’s growing season
Maija Anstine
Staff Writer

Source: weatherbug.com
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Photo courtesy of Oren Jakobson

Around 40 students attended
the raising of a new hoop house
at the Sustainable Lawrence
University Garden on Sunday, April
11. The event was preceded by a
hoop house workshop on Friday,
April 9.
A hoop house is a greenhouselike structure that promises to
extend the SLUG growing season,
providing a more regular influx of
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fresh produce to dining services
for student consumption.
Efforts to erect the hoop house
have been in progress since early
second term and were discussed
at SLUG’s weekly meetings. SLUG
member Sophie Patterson applied
for a grant for hoop house construction through the Lawrence
Environmental
Responsibility
Committee, and many others contributed to the end product.
Members Oren Jakobson, Rosie
Graber and Adam Cox were “instrumental in keeping the action of

the hoop house going,” said event
organizer Laura Streyle. Stacey Day
also served as one of the event’s
primary coordinators.
Jakobson estimated the total
construction costs at $1,600, plus
labor, though much of the labor
came from students who attended
the events on Friday and Sunday.
Student volunteers who attended the workshop on Friday bent
long plastic poles that arch across

See SLUG on page 5
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Bon Appetit at Lawrence University Teaches Diners How to Eat Low Carbon
Daily food choices affect global climate change, so what’s on your plate?

Appleton, WI, April 10, 2010
To celebrate Earth Day, Lawrence University’s food services provider, Bon Appétit Management Company,
will hold the third annual Low Carbon Diet Day (www.eatlowcarbon.org ) on Thursday, April 22. Bon Appétit, the
first and only restaurant company to make the connection between food and climate change, will make significant menu changes at Andrew Commons in an effort to educate café guests about the importance of eating low
carbon.
The food system is responsible for one-third of global greenhouse emissions and with every meal eaten; there is
power to reduce climate change. At Andrew Commons chefs will serve foods that help illustrate key principles
of eating low carbon by minimizing the foods that are major contributors to harmful greenhouse gases.
Below are the “Top 5 Low Carbon Diet Tips” with the key menu items being served for Low Carbon Diet Day:
1.
You Bought It, You Eat It – Don’t Waste Food: Food waste in landfills emits methane gas as
it breaks down. Proper portions are key here so individual tarragon chicken casseroles will be
served.
2.
Make “Seasonal and Regional” Your Food Mantra: Regionally-procured food is less likely
to have been air-freighted to get to you and usually tastes better because it’s fresher. Our menu
will be featuring a fresh tomato with asparagus salad made with Ledgeview Farm tomatoes that
are grown locally at a farm just outside of Fond du lac Wisconsin.
3.
Move Away From Beef and Cheese: Cows and other ruminant animals emit harmful meth
ane gas during their natural digestive process, instead of beef burgers , turkey burgers will be
served.
4.
Stop Flying Fish and Fruit – Don’t Buy Air-Freighted Food: Stick with seafood that was
frozen-at-sea and fruit that is locally procured so diners can enjoy Vietnamese clay pot catfish.
5.
If it’s Processed and Packaged, Skip It: Chefs are eliminating processed snacks from one
station, instead serving house baked vegetable chips.
“Low Carbon Diet Day is a great way for me and my team to take menu creativity to the next level,” said
Executive Chef Alan Shook. “We are passionate about this campaign and are committed to increasing our
guests’ awareness about the food system’s contribution to climate change by helping people think more consciously about what they eat.”
Bon Appétit has made purchasing and operational changes to decrease their carbon “foodprint” in the highest
impact areas by 25% over three years. Consumers can easily take a low carbon approach in their own kitchens,
and log onto www.eatlowcarbon.org for more information about which foods contribute most to climate changes,
and for tips on how to eat low carbon every day.
About Bon Appétit Management Company
Bon Appétit Management Company (www.bamco.com) is an onsite restaurant company offering full foodservice
management to, corporations, universities and specialty venues. Bon Appétit is committed to sourcing sustainable, local foods for all cafés throughout the country. A pioneer in environmentally-sound sourcing policies, Bon
Appétit has developed programs addressing local purchasing, the overuse of antibiotics, sustainable seafood,
cage-free eggs, the connection between food and climate change, and, most recently, farm worker welfare. The
company has received numerous awards for its work from organizations like the Natural Resources Defense
Council, Seafood Choices Alliance, The Humane Society of the United States, and Food Alliance. Based in Palo
Alto, CA, Bon Appétit has more than 400 cafés in 30 states, including Lawrence University.
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The secret lives of our profs: Professor of Biology and Raymond
H. Herzog Professor of Science, Elizabeth De Stasio
Rachel Young
Staff Writer

Young: Tell me how you got
interested in science, and how
you came to Lawrence.
De Stasio: I came to Lawrence
as an undergraduate because
the state honors band camp
had been here when I was in
high school. From here I went
to Brown University in Rhode
Island, and I went straight
through and got my Ph.D. [My
Ph.D.] was officially in biology in medicine, but I worked
in a lab that was biochemistry
and molecular biology oriented.
Afterwards, I came back here [to
Lawrence] and taught a year as
a sabbatical replacement, so my
husband [Bart] and I split one
position. At that point, I wasn’t
too sure I wanted a job like
this, because it was a tremendous amount of work, although
I really enjoyed it. From here,
I went to UW-Madison to be a
post-doc. I disliked the atomization of science that you see at
the big schools. It became clear
that I didn’t want to work in
a place like that, because you
didn’t even talk to your neighbor
lab if they were working on a
different organism for example.
Having come through smaller
schools, where there was a lot
of interaction between departments, it became clear that the
narrowness of the [educational]
approach [at Madison] was not

for me. So, then, my husband
and I looked at schools like
Lawrence and schools that were
slightly larger but still had a
liberal arts tradition, and this
[Lawrence] was the perfect fit for
us. There was one position open
here, and the biology department had written a grant to the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
that included funding for a new
position in molecular biology,
which hadn’t existed here prior
to my hiring in 1992. So I came
in under that grant. The university — when they wrote the grant
— had committed to picking up
that tenure track line. Bart was
offered an assistant professor
non-teaching position so that he
could write grants, and he filled
in and taught here and there.
He eventually got a [permanent]
position [here] too.
Young: Why do you think it’s
important for every Lawrence
student to have some sort of science as part of their curriculum?
De Stasio: I agree that everyone
should have some college level
exposure to scientific thinking,
and that’s the idea, that students
should be able to see how scientists approach problems, and
solve them, or come up with
possible solutions and test a
hypothesis. It’s not so much that
they are going to do that kind
of thinking themselves all the
time, but that they understand
what the benefits of a scien-

tific approach are. What kinds
of problems can science work
on? What kinds of problems are
outside the realm of science? So
that, when you become a taxpayer, for example, you understand the importance of basic
research, and what is best left
to other disciplines to solve, or
to use science in addition to
other disciplines to solve problems. My hope for non-majors
would be that students retain an
interest in understanding what’s
going on in science, and feel
comfortable picking up The New
York Times and reading the science section and being informed
citizens about the scientific community and advances in science.
Young: Do you have a favorite
area of scientific study?
De Stasio: I did molecular biology as a Ph.D. student, and then
I moved into a genetics department for my post-doctoral work,
so if I had to put a label on
myself I would consider myself
a molecular geneticist. The two
fields are melding, although I
think there is a place for both
within the approaches of biology; the genetics approach is a
particular kind of way of solving
problems that involves predicting what next generations are
going to be, or creating those
next generations by mating
organisms of certain genotypes,
where the biology approach is
looking down one more level in

a hierarchy of science at the molecules that produce those. It’s a
nice intersection of the two disciplines. I work on a small model
organism that is a worm, and its
life cycle is only three days. That
works out well for an institution
like ours; even in a single term
students can do genetic experiments. This organism lives in
compost piles — primarily in the
topsoil — and it eats bacteria,
so it’s one of the things that
recycles nutrients in the topsoil
and makes them more available
to plants. It serves a very important function in an ecosystem.
It’s [also] great for studying neurobiology. It’s the only organism
for which we know the entire
wiring, which neurons are connected to which neurons, and
it’s also a transparent animal, so
you can see right through it into
all the cells. There [are] lots of
wonderful molecular tricks one
can use with this organism to
learn about very basic biology.
Right now Paul Stevens is working in my lab, finding out where
in the organism this particular
protein is.
Young: What are your interests
outside of science?
De Stasio: Here at Lawrence, I’m
one of the pre-medical advisors
on the pre-health advisory committee. I usually have a committee assignment, and I enjoy that
because I get to meet faculty
from other parts of the college,

Photo by Nhi Nguyen

and that’s really fun. This week
I’m doing “Dancing with the
Profs,” so that’s a bit terrifying,
but we’ll get through it, and then
at home I have a big garden, so
this weekend I was playing in
my garden. I also have a lot of
flower gardens in the backyard.
I still have one son at home, so
there’s lot of things to do with
him. I read a lot, both fiction and
non-fiction, and I’m leading one
of the “Farm City” classes with
Mark Jenike, so that’s got me
interested. I’m reading Michael
Pollan’s book “The Omnivore’s
Dilemma” right now, and I’ve
read Barbara Kingsolver’s book
“Animal, Vegetable, Miracle,”
which was really very good. We
bought kayaks last year, and last
summer we kayaked quite a bit
on the Fox River, so we’re looking forward to exploring a little
bit more this year.

Senior class reflections

Across the pond: Making the most of London

Kaleesha Rajamantri

Wesley Hough-Cornwall

In a few months we will all be
stranded in our little corner of the
world — in my case potentially as
a result of being deported — so I
think we need to face reality. No
matter how many “Oh my God,
I pinky swear to stay in touch”
promises we make, less than one
percent of us will still be friends
when we are old and gray. This is
why, when we sit in the sweltering
heat June 13 waiting to graduate, we should take a moment to
reflect on everything we did in
college and in life as we know it.
Lawrence, at least for me, has
been a paradoxical experience. It
shielded me from reality — insert
breaking news reference here —
while simultaneously exposing me
to it — insert pop culture reference here.
I’m not afraid to admit
that I am really going to miss
this place, but contrary to popular
belief, I couldn’t be happier. It’s
high time I got out into the real
world and flexed my liberal arts
major muscles. Sure, there’s a vein
on my body that spells out “potentially unemployed” in the right
angle but don’t get me wrong —
it’s going to be a stellar adventure!
Inevitably, 20 years down the
line, many of us will have lost contact with each other. But, wherever
we head off to, we can all find
some comfort and comic relief
that at one point in our lives we

After only three weeks of life in
London, I feel as if I have mastered
this place. Not really, but I do feel
well acclimated in my new home. I
know what you are thinking: How
can you feel settled in after three
weeks in a huge city and a brand
new country? Well, I will tell you. If
you take the approach that many
of us here at the London Centre
have taken, it is feasible to tackle
London in three months.
I feel as if I have actively experienced the city of London — or
England for that matter — with
each and every spare second I
have been given. My list of activities includes, but is not limited to,
several Shakespeare plays, standing in line to see Sir Ian McKellen
star in “Waiting for Godot” from
the front row, Easter service at
Westminster Abbey, exploring different neighborhoods, testing out
different pubs, a week in Paris and
day trips to Bath, Stonehenge and
Dover.
Alongside my many active
adventures are the numerous
things I have learned about the
country since I have been here.
Whether it’s the changing fashion trends, important beers, facts
about the monarchy or the upcoming election, I have learned more
about Britain and the United
Kingdom in 3 weeks then I learned
about the United States of America
in my entire high school education.

for The Lawrentian
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have walked down “the boob path”
— a pathway on campus that had
“I heart boobs” spray painted on
it — or know how it’s not seven
minutes in heaven to walk from
Trever to Colman in winter term.
The saddest part of the whole
collegiate experience is that the
best nights are the ones you can’t
completely remember, or the ones
that you pieced together via multiple Facebook albums the next day.
And then there are those hilarious
things that make you think, “Dude,
only at Lawrence...” which I’m sure
we won’t forget in a hurry.
Or will we?
I’m sure none of us will intentionally forget details, but over
time they will get fuzzy and you
will need a friend to remind you
about the fact that your brain
edited it out for your ego’s sake.
So, do me a favor and meet me at
our 50th class reunion. I’m going
to need some help remembering
the time a certain someone lost
his or her pants and got them back
through campus mail. Would you
look at that? It’s barely been a year
and the details are already starting
to get fuzzy.

Photo courtesy of Wesley Hough-Cornwall

So what is it about this place
that has sparked such ambition
in me? Could it be my recognition that I might never have this
opportunity again? Yes, that definitely plays a role. Or how about
the massive amounts of culture
right at my doorstep? There are
so many reasons to continue this
ambitious approach to my time
studying abroad.
The most notable thing about
this approach, however, is that it
has enabled me to learn about the
city that I currently reside in from
many different perspectives. I can
grimace at a tourist who takes
out her camera to snap a picture
of a Beefeater while simultaneously pulling out my Rick Steves
guide or Streetwise London map.
I can detest organized bus tours
to Stonehenge but still pay $75
to go and take 30 pictures of the
same stone when I arrive. So far,
the most rewarding experience has
been accurately assisting lost tour-

ists with directions to the correct
tube station or museum.
And here comes the rather
hokey part of this whole reflection. The really important lesson
I have learned that will stick with
me through the rest of my study
abroad time and the rest of my
Lawrence career: My new goal in
life is not to do as much as I can
in the short amount of time I have
to do it, but instead to do as much
as I can of the things that I truly
enjoy doing.
My time in London will be
spent traveling to the places I have
always wanted to go or going to
a museum and concentrating on
only one particular wing or exhibition. To put it plainly and quite
smarmily: I think I have discovered the best, most efficient and
most entertaining way to travel.
However, I’m sure this “revelation”
of mine is nothing new and that
those before me have followed
similar paths.
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“Prospies” arrive in droves for “Admitted Student Day”
A current Lawrentian visits with the potential class of 2014

Grace Christiansen
Former Editor-in-Chief

Hordes of prospective students descended upon Lawrence
this past Monday. The cause of
this sudden invasion was Admitted
Students Day, which, as suggested
by the name, is a day when students admitted to the following
year’s freshman class can come
tour Lawrence, attend classes and
ask questions.
During Admitted Students Day
prospective students — or “prospies” — and parents are invited to
take part in a number of activities
that are meant to show them what
Lawrence is like. These activities
actually begin on Sunday night,
with the option of an “overnight”
in which prospective students stay

in a dorm with a current-student
host.
As I walked around to the different dorm activities I prepared
myself to be disappointed in
Lawrence for wooing new students
with sweet treats. But as I sampled
ice cream in Hiett and s’mores in
Colman — I understand there were
also pancakes in Plantz — I realized that, in fact, activities organized around sugar offer a pretty
accurate depiction of dorm life as
I have experienced it, especially as
a freshman.
So, I gave one point to
Lawrence and began talking to
some prospective students and
asking how they liked the school.
Most prospies’ responses mixed
appreciation of the Lawrence campus and its students with general
anxiety about the decision-making

process.
Yet there was also a young man
— he chose to give The Lawrentian
only his first name, Mike — who
commented that he “like[d] the
free food and checking out the
ladies.” Luckily, there is a chance
that Mike will not actually end up
attending LU.
Monday brought a slew of
activities including classes, tours,
panels for parents and students
and academic and student activities fairs. This reporter had the
happy task of following the prospies and their parents around,
eavesdropping and asking questions. As it turned out, this stalking was not very difficult, as one
could not move without practically
tripping over a tour group.
Senior tour guide Meghan
Bonham commented that she sus-

pected “the tours are more for the
parents than the students, as they
[the parents] are the ones asking
all of the questions.”
And indeed, this seemed to be
the case. When I asked prospective
student tourists about how they
liked Lawrence, they would generally shrug and utter some variation
on the comment, “it seems nice.”
Whereas, when I asked the same
question of the parents they would
— almost uniformly — answer
with questions of their own about
the dormitories, the professors,
my major, the winters, the health
center and much, much more.
Luckily, there was an academic
and student life panel in the afternoon meant just for parents, so
I began giving them that information instead of the detailed
description of student life they

were inevitably seeking.
I have to admit, my favorite
part of my day stalking prospies
was seeing what Lawrence was
selling. Some of it is naturally a
little misleading — the biggest
lie concerning the weather — but
most of it appeared to be wellidentified points of interest, such
as the garden, individual attention
and the Milwaukee Downer room,
which each tour guide seemed
required to jokingly call “the napping room.”
Whether you hate Admitted
Student Days or pointedly ignore
them, you must, however grudgingly, admit their importance.
Ideally Lawrentians will do this
sooner rather than later because
another, larger, visit day is headed
our way on April 26.

Student composer Benson awaits premiere of “Hope/Who’s Waldo”
David Rubin

Associate Features Editor

When Lawrence University
Musical Production presents
“Hope/Who’s Waldo” this Friday
April 15 and Saturday April 16,
it will be, for senior composition
major Nikko Benson, the culmination of over a year of work.
Ever since his junior year of
high school, Benson, who hails
from Minneapolis, Minn., has
directed his creative energies
toward musical theater.
He started playing piano at age
ten, but from the beginning, he
was more interested in composition than performance. From the
early years of his study, Benson
amused himself by writing short

Lawrence
continued from page 1
Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology’s annual
meeting in New Orleans in
April 2009, where he received
honorable mention in the
undergraduate student poster
competition.

SLUG
continued from page 1
the top of the hoop house,
while Sunday efforts included
pounding stakes into the hoop
house foundation, a difficult
task due to the underlying
rock quarry.
A plastic cover will be
draped over the entire structure in September, essential
once temperatures drop in the
fall. “Sunlight goes through the
plastic and bounces around
inside the hoop house so that
there is almost a glow inside,”
explained Streyle. “This is how

piano pieces. In high school, a
friend of Benson’s purportedly
said, “hey, let’s write a musical,”
and thus, a new passion was born.
Benson explained his interest
in musical theater: “For all of the
stigma that comes with it, I feel
that it is potentially one of the
most powerful mediums that we
have because it combines theater
and song, lights and sound. It’s
just got a little bit of everything...
it potentially has a lot of power.”
Benson’s creative process is
not rigidly structured. He usually
works at the piano, experimenting
until he finds sounds that appeal
to him. Sometimes, ideas come
to him when he is away from the
instrument. In any case, he aims
for consistency and thematic unity
— a difficult task in a medium

Schreiber has also presented his work at the Midstates
Consortium Undergraduate
Research Symposium, and he
has submitted a paper for
publication to the journal
Mediators of Inflammation.
Although the research is
almost complete, there are
some aspects of research that
still need to be filled in by

the plants get light for photosynthesis.”
Day explained how strategically placed piles of compost
and thermoregulatory walls of
half-filled water bottles will
also help to keep plants warm,
all “big ideas open to easy
modification.”
The hoop house will provide room for more raised
beds for winter greens such
as a new spinach crop that
Jakobson says should be harvested around Thanksgiving
this year. SLUG’s biggest hope
for the hoop house is that it
will extend the garden’s growing season. As participant Will

as gargantuan as musical theater
— often building compositions in
layers.
Benson’s high school production was entitled “Small World,”
and was later revised during his
sophomore year at Lawrence as
“Going Up.” Last year, he worked
with Charlotte King ‘09 to create
an English adaptation of MarieCeline Lachaud’s “When the War
is Done.”
LUMP’s current project —
Benson’s “Hope/Who’s Waldo” —
is in fact a collection of two oneact shows on entirely different
subjects.
Benson describes “Hope” as
a drama. He notes that many traditional stage productions end
darkly, but very few musical productions end without a hopeful

future Lawrence students who
work with Hall and carry on
Schreiber’s research after he
graduates this spring.
After all, Schreiber commented, “A scientist’s work is
never done!”

Meadows summarized, “We’re
changing the world, one season at a time.”
Streyle explained that the
hoop house workshop is a
continuation of SLUG’s larger
theme of workshopping this
spring. A canning workshop is
coming up soon as well.
Students of all gardening
experience levels are encouraged to come to the SLUG garden to get their hands dirty.
There are 19 possible hours
to work during the week. The
work schedule is posted to the
right of the main stairway on
the third floor of the Warch
Campus Center.

afterthought. Why do composers
of musical theater productions feel
obligated to give us, the audience,
something hopeful to hold on to?
Through this work — concerned with the struggles of a
group of timeless and placeless
refugees attempting an escape
from their oppressive government
— Benson raises the question,
“What is the value of hope? At
what point is it useful and at what
point is it foolish?”
“Who’s Waldo,” on the other
hand, is a comedy. Yes, dear reader, you guessed correctly, this
work’s subject is the protagonist
of those famed puzzle books.
Waldo is an interesting cultural
artifact, says Benson. “He doesn’t
really have a personality. He’s an
object. Why are you finding him?”

In this production, the audience is supposed to keep these
questions in mind as they follow
Waldo on a “journey of self-discovery,” accompanied by a musical narrator and a host of other
familiar characters — hint: “Where
in the world is Carmen Sandiego?”
— although, take note, these characters have been re-imagined and
placed in entirely unexpected contexts.
Because of time constraints,
“Hope” will be fully staged, but
“Who’s Waldo” will be presented as
a staged reading.
LUMP will present “Hope/
Who’s Waldo” Friday April 15 at
8 p.m., and Saturday April 16 at 3
p.m. and 8 p.m.

From our kitchen to yours
Sara Joss
Chef

Spicy tomato
chickpea soup
I wanted to introduce this recipe
to all you soup lovers out there,
before soup season becomes
obsolete for the year. The blended chickpeas give this recipe a
creamy texture, and you can
play with the spice level. It is
also totally vegan and yummy!
Makes 4 servings.
Ingredients:
2-3 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 sweet onion
2-3 cloves garlic, minced
½ teaspoon cumin
½ teaspoon chili flakes
½ teaspoon mustard seeds

Photo by Katie Langenfeld

½ teaspoon turmeric
1 15 ounce can chickpeas,
drained and rinsed
1 28 ounce can diced tomatoes
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons nutritional yeast,
optional, but yummy
1 cup hot water
Black pepper to taste
Method:
Heat the oil in a large skillet with high sides or a large
saucepan.
Add the onion and sauté for 2-3
minutes until softened.
Add the garlic, cumin and chili
flakes and stir for another minute.
Add the mustard seeds, turmeric and the drained chickpeas.
Sauté until the chickpeas begin
to turn golden.
Add the tomatoes and salt
a n d let simmer for 10 to 15
minutes until the tomatoes are
cooked.
Transfer the mixture (all or half)
to a blender. Add the nutritional yeast and hot water and
blend until smooth. Blend in
batches if you can’t fit everything in at the same time.
Perform a taste test and if
everything is satisfactory, serve
and enjoy!
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Since the opening of the Warch Campus Center, dining facilities have been experiencing an escalating number of thefts. The incidents increased such that Bon Appétit
deemed it necessary to post a sign outside Kate’s Corner Store.
The sign reads, “Due to theft: No backpacks, schoolbags, etc. will be permitted into
the store (please leave at the entrance before entering). Thank you for your cooperation.
— Debra Walker, Retail Manager, Bon Appétit Management Company.” Since its posting,
acts of theft have decreased but have not stopped altogether.
In this time of transition, the Warch Campus Center is not yet fully integrated into
the Lawrence community, and Bon Appétit has not yet fully tailored its methods of communication to our student body.
We would have preferred that Bon Appétit had addressed the students in a manner
more consistent with previous interactions, such as hosting a forum to discuss the issue
collectively.
Ultimately, however, theft is a distinct matter from the subjective wants of the student body or preferences of individuals. Incidents of theft are generally rare at Lawrence,
and we at The Lawrentian hope that the sign serves as a reminder for students to extend
the same respectful behavior exhibited in other areas of campus to our newest facility.

Ask a fifth year: Love and carcinogens
Drew Baumgartner
Columnist

Dear Drew,
I’ve met the girl of my dreams.
Okay, maybe I haven’t technically
“met” her, but I do see her smoking outside of my dorm on a daily
basis. Unfortunately, that’s pretty
much the only time I ever see her.
I’m thinking of taking up smoking
just so I have an in.
Good idea?
—Coughing in Coleman

PHOTO
POLL

As is the case with most of
the questions I receive, Coughing,
I’m pretty sure you’re kidding,
but just in case, I feel compelled
to give you a serious answer — so
here goes:
Are you kidding?! Not a good
idea. I’d like to say that impressing
a girl would be among the stupidest reasons to start smoking, but
honestly, all reasons are pretty
much equally stupid in that they
result in people smoking. Instead,
I think I’ll focus on the stupid
reasons why you shouldn’t start
smoking.
Personally, I find the thought
of giving any heartless corporation
money pretty unpleasant, especially to become the victim of
their heartlessness. At least I can
justify consuming the products
of PepsiCo or Disney because I’m
not myself fat or racist. Smoking
is different, since carcinogens are
dangerous even in moderation.
Sure, smoking may be incred-

ibly pleasant — I’ve seen enough
miserable people outside of Plantz
in January to suspect otherwise,
but let’s continue with this line of
thought for the sake of argument
— but I’m not sure that justifies
putting yourself at risk.
When all those toys were
recalled for lead paint, I don’t
remember anyone weighing how
fun the toys were against the
potential dangers. That’s because
that would be crazy. Most sane
people value not having cancer
or emphysema over the kinds of
simple pleasures you can pick up
at a gas station.
I know, I know, there are all
those anecdotes about somebody’s
grandpa who smoked a pack a day
and died at the ripe old age of 98
when he was hit by a bus, but I’m
pretty sure the popularity of those
anecdotes comes as a result of
their freak nature, not as proof
that such an outcome is typical.
The only story I’ve ever heard
of a person being stabbed in the
head with a nine-inch hunting
knife — Discovery Health is a terrifying, terrifying channel — ends
with him surviving, but I don’t
think that means it’s perfectly safe
to get stabbed in the head with
nine-inch hunting knife.
I think we can all agree that
smoking is dangerous — just ask
the surgeon general — but I’ve
often heard the opinion that a
person has the right to make their
own decisions regarding their
health. Fair enough. If you really

want to increase your risk of developing lung cancer, I have no rights
to stop you, but you should keep
in mind that you won’t be the only
one impacted by your health.
Having a loved one die of cancer is the kind of experience I
wouldn’t wish upon anyone, least
of all the people closest to me,
but increasing my risk of cancer
increases the risk of doing precisely that.
This makes smoking a
supremely selfish act, a kind of
“screw you” to the people who
might love you 20, 40 or 60 years
down the line. The pleasure you
experience when you’re 20 may
seem like the most important thing
when you’re 20, but you may come
to change your mind when you’re
suffering the consequences — or
when your children are watching
you suffer the consequences.
Maybe this is already too much
for you to thing about, Coughing,
so I’ll try to make it simpler; you
don’t need to consider these
things, just the fact that this girl
you’re interested in already has.
Never mind that she smells
bad and wastes money in order
to perpetuate her smelling bad;
she’s a selfish person. She’s obviously more interested in her own
pleasure than the happiness of
any future loved ones, and that
includes you. She’s all take and no
give — not girlfriend material. I’d
recommend you keep admiring her
from afar — specifically, outside of
smelling range.

Photo poll by
Tara Atkinson

What’s the
best thing
you heard a
prospie say
during a visit
day?

Dave Broker
Columnist

Former UN Secretary General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali once said,
“The best way to deal with bureaucrats is with stealth and sudden
violence.” When talking about
the problems with bureaucrats at
Lawrence, I can’t say I would be
too comfortable with it coming to
that. Hopefully the pen is mightier
than the sword, and what I am
about to divulge might actually
make a difference.
Where to begin with the LU
administration? Unfortunately
there is no way I can possibly
reveal all of the problems I see, but
I’ll explain several observations
I’ve had over the years.
1) The administration can be
lazy.
Have you ever put a work order
in with Physical Plant? Getting
them to fix something is a nightmare. I once waited four days for
my heater to be fixed in the middle
of January — the temperature was
under zero the entire time. It was
like living in an icebox and it’s a
miracle I didn’t get sick. On top
of that, I’m sure many of you are
thinking “four days? How on Earth
did you get them to come so fast?”
I simply cannot believe that they
are as understaffed as they would
have to be for their slow response
rate to be excusable. So sometimes
the administration can be lazy,
and that needs to change.
2) The administration can be
inefficient.
The nurse’s office is not open
from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m. on
Wednesdays. Sometimes people
get sick on Wednesdays and can
only find the strength to make it
to the office during those times.
I’ve been in that position. So when
I inquired as to why I had to return
hours later rather than sleep off
my illness, I was informed that on
Wednesdays the employees there
have a meeting between 10 a.m.
and noon. Then at noon they go to
lunch. Do lunch meetings not work
around here? Can these administrators seriously not eat and
work at the same time? It would
appear so, anyway, because every
office on campus is closed during
lunchtime. The administration can
be generally inefficient for stupid
reasons, and this needs to change.
3) The administration is less
than honest about their communication with students.
Remember the fraternity kitchens debacle? For months administrators met with fraternity repre-

sentatives to tell them everything
would be okay, which the students
accepted without suspicion. Then
they released the actual budgetary figures to the frats — figures
that proved the new meal plans
would not be viable for fraternity kitchens — only after a contract was signed with Bon Appétit
and nobody could do anything to
change it. When alumni and parents called and emailed in outrage,
they were told it was the students’
faults because they had been in
dialogue with the administration
the entire time. To this day, the
fraternities are in financial disarray thanks to the administration’s
decision.
How about the infamous fall
term schedule-change disaster?
They had this idea to move the
trimester back, saving money on
heating in December. In order to
make it look like they had student
approval for the plan they rounded up a group of students they
knew would agree with it and put
them into a committee. Not surprisingly, the committee approved.
So the students were happy, right?
Of course not. The administration had to revise the decision in
the midst of serious backlash. In
the end it didn’t even work — the
school didn’t save a whole lot of
money. The truth is, the decisions
they make don’t have any real student input, and that has to change.
4) The administration can be
cruel and unfair.
Now, I would have considered
that claim to be pretty over-the-top
not too long ago. Yet recently the
university fired our house’s custodian, Clint, for not fulfilling his
duties. On top of that, they’re now
trying to deny him his unemployment benefits. This is outrageous.
Clint did a fine job. When you
asked him to clean something, he
cleaned it. Furthermore, he would
do what was asked of him by the
end of the day. That’s more than I
can say for the majority of employees here. In fact, I would go so far
as to say compared to the rest of
the people working on campus,
Clint was a model of efficiency.
Firing him was unfair and denying
him unemployment insurance is
cruel. This sort of thing needs to
change.
But what can we do about it?
Last week, I noted how my biggest concern with LUCC was that
they didn’t have enough power.
Most of these problems could be

See Administration on page 7

“I stopped hosting prospies after
one called me an alcoholic.”
—Val Nelson M. Williams

“Are voice majors always this
loud?”
—Nik Ross

“He looks like a fun guy. ”
—Quan Phan
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Make the most of your campus center experience
J.B. Sivanich
Columnist

Last week, my former subordinate and now colleague, Erik Wyse,
wrote a column printed in these
pages titled “A guide to navigating
your way through Mudd.” Clever as
the title as is, it confused me a bit.
I assumed that Wyse was writing about my home away from
home, the Seeley G. Mudd library,
but his article did not seem
remotely related to building where
I have spent at least five hours a
day every day for the past four
years — if you think this is a joke,
then you don’t know me.
Though he occasionally used
the word “library,” what Wyse
described was more like a cosmic
watering hole where mongooses,
ice cream, vinegar drinks and “cute
college coeds” all collide.
I had other problems with the
article, notably the fact that having Erik Wyse guide you through
anything is comparable to asking a penguin to help you with
your math homework or asking
the pope for relationship advice.

Administration
continued from page 6
addressed if the following
solutions were seriously considered.
First, LUCC should form
an Oversight Committee that
has the power to subpoena administrators and offer
suggestions to the administration. This committee
should be given budgetary
figures for each administrative office. As our elected
student representatives, they
should be able to see how
much we’re paying to offices
like Physical Plant that students are dissatisfied with.
Members of the Oversight
Committee would be charged
with getting suggestions
from students that offer
common-sense solutions —
for example, introducing that
wild lunch meetings concept — and hearing protests
over decisions like firing and
maligning a good janitor.
Second, LUCC should
form a Student Input

But the biggest problem with the
article is still that Wyse treated
the library as if it was some social
hub akin to the Max in “Saved by
the Bell.”
This is not accurate: The
library is for losers. It doesn’t offer
burgers or cheesy fries — there
are no plushy acrylic pink booths
and Kelly Kapowski has never set
foot in it. The only reason such a
cool dude as myself goes there is
that I’ve developed an intolerance
to Mario Kart music which results
in immediate headaches and so I
need a place to work outside of the
residence halls.
If Wyse wanted to treat one
building as a microcosm of
Lawrence social scene as a way to
demonstrate his superior knowledge of its conventions and dominance over it, he should have
chosen to write about the campus
center, like I am going to do now.
Every community has one
building that orients it and provides its center. In 99.5 percent of
communities across the world this
building is called a mall; here at
Lawrence, it is the closest thing we
have to a mall: our campus center.

Committee. While administrators are in a decision
making process, the committee would find the relevant
student groups and parties
that would be affected —
adversely or otherwise — by
the decision, and initiate a
dialogue between the administrators and students. This
would begin serious discussions between the student
body and administration,
rather than the current sorts
of discussions that are for
appearances only.
Will LUCC be able to do
these things? I don’t know.
Even if they did, would these
new committees actually
solve the problems I’m talking about? Again, I can’t be
sure. But it’s worth a try.
After all, I’m still not comfortable with stealth and sudden violence.

The mall really is the modern
world’s chapel: It is the one location where the sacred and the profane intermingle, where people of
different ethnicities and religious
beliefs all gather in humble reverence of the 25-percent-off sales
rack.
To know a mall is to know a
city.
When race riots were tearing up
American cities in the 1960s, the
nation’s top mayors came together
in a secret meeting and agreed that
the only solution for this historic
crisis was the rapid expansion of
malls so that urbanites of all colors
could come together as equals in
all-consuming fits of consumerist
gluttony.
Oh, how I love nothing better
than wasting an afternoon making
multiple trips back and forth from
Banana Republic and JC Penney
deciding if my $35 is better spent
on a pair of boxers or a pair of red
and a blue matching sweaters —
keep in mind that the boxers are
pin-striped and are from Banana
Republic.
When I think of all my best
memories — my first word, my

first kiss, my first run-in with the
law, and don’t worry, Paul Blart
wasn’t fast enough to catch me — I
think of malls. Come to think of it,
my only childhood memories that
don’t involve malls are of online
shopping, but I broke that bad
habit — there’s just no replacement for the real thing.
I could go on and on about my
love for the only truly American
symbol now that the stars and
stripes fly over the Obama White
House, but I’ll just say that I’ve
wasted a whole column without
ever coming around to mentioning
the subject I aimed to address in
the beginning, the campus center
— though I’ll concede that Erik
Wyse’s rank amateurism was a bit
distracting.
It is horribly unfortunate
today’s historians, both academic
and artistic, do not share my joyful appreciation of the mall. Only
Kevin Smith and Tina Fey in “Mall
Rats” and “Mean Girls,” respectively, have come anywhere close
to artistically rendering what is
the closest thing this fallible species has produced in trying to recreate the garden in which we first

became fallible.
To my dismay, our campus
seems to be plagued by this disgusting disrespect for the greatest
thing America has to offer the
world besides TV-dinners and neoconservatism.
But I know just the man who
can save us.
Greg Griffin, if you are reading
this, you and only you can bring
the much-needed mall ambiance to
our mall-starved campus. I know
you can’t install an extravagant
12-foot neo-Greco water fountain next to the main stairwell or
substitute a Marshall Field’s for
that waste of a space called the
Somerset Room, but an Auntie
Anne’s corner stall or a foot massage thingy kiosk could go a long
way in improving the quality of
life here at Lawrence. Also, I didn’t
really mean it when I said that the
fountain thing might be impractical so please reconsider it; if I had
a steady source for loose change,
I would be much more inclined to
do my laundry more than twice
this term.

Reading rights: Keeping up with culture
Magdalena Waz
Columnist

I do not want this to be a tired
complaint about nobody reading
anymore. I know people, including
myself, don’t, and I also know that
there is some irony in expressing
those sentiments in writing.
Times are tough, though. The
reading of fiction has been relegated to classrooms and old people.
It is either a painful chore or a
pleasure to be enjoyed after retirement — after the real work has
been done. Alternately, for those
of us who are neither here nor
there, reading is something we are
compelled to do by a force that
has all but disappeared. That force
could perhaps be described as a
desire to participate in contemporary culture.
What is The New York Times
Best-Seller List if not a chore for
people who need to be sure that
they have a passing familiarity
with the current titles so that they
have something to talk about with
the people who are doing the exact
same thing? These are the people
who walk into Borders, scowling,
still in their work clothes. They
have eyes for one thing and one
thing only: the new Dan Brown

“College girls are freaks — but it
wasn’t on visiting day, though.”

novel. In line, they scowl at the
back cover. As a bestseller, the
book is 30 percent off. Satisfied,
these people leave for home. The
book gets tucked dutifully under
the arm along with the paper that
recommended it.
And if I object to this, am I
suggesting that reading done for
something other than pleasure is
not reading at all? No. I don’t think
I am. What I do object to is the
blind acceptance of reading material considered to be necessary in
order for one to keep up.
There are many examples of
this and many ways in which it
is an inevitable feature of our
society. But I read the “Twilight”
series. I read the books because
there was a fuss. The people making the fuss were, of course, fans
and people surprised by the novels’ success. In order to get angry
about the success, I had to read
the books.
I would like to say that this is
unfair. Instead of finding things
that I like to read, I spent time
making sure that what I was about
to make fun of definitely deserved
it. It’s stupid, but I’m the only one
who forced me into doing it.
This is my rather long-winded
attempt at saying that, in this
new weekly column, I’ll be writ“You’re cute!"
—Kyo – Po Pyun

—Dante McDonald

“I like wearing spandex as pants
(after Cabaret).”

“I’m gonna come here for the
food!"

—April Peterson

—Aisha Eiger & Molly Wilson

ing about reading, but not about
specific books and their quality or
why we should be reading them.
My questions will revolve around
how we do the reading we do, and
what our reading or non-reading
means, especially in relation to
other forms of entertainment.
For example, lately I’ve heard
a lot of talk about our generation
being a particularly visual one.
This statement always seems to
rest on the assumption that our
imaginations are not what they
used to be, which is why film
has replaced books. It doesn’t
make sense to look at these two
things as inherently opposed to
each other. But it makes sense to
wonder why they are constructed
that way.

Glad you won
the tourney.

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by
the authors. The Lawrentian
does not endorse any opinions piece except for the
staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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LI’s 34th annual Cabaret continues to impress
Kristi Ruff
Staff Writer

Lawrence International hosted
their 34th annual Cabaret, a beautiful blend of international culture,
this past weekend. The show featured various acts ranging from
musical performances to ethnic
dances to fashion shows. Each act
was unique, though some were
more interesting than others.
The show opened with the
Sambistas, showcasing traditional
Brazilian samba music. As always,
the percussion ensemble was
excellent in performance, aptly
combining the syncopated rhythmic beats with traditional dance.
After the Sambistas filed out,
Ranga Wimalasuriya and his band
took the stage and performed the
Jimmy Cliff song “Many Rivers to
Cross.” This piece might initially
seem to be lacking a display of the
kind of cultural diversity featured
at Cabaret, but the band added a
twist: The song was a Sri Lankan
version and half the lyrics were in
Sinhala, the native language of Sri
Lanka. In that country, it is considered “a song of peace,” according
to the emcees, Suzie Kraemer and
Sarist Macksasitorn.
The Lawrence street dance
club followed the song, performing one of the most tasteful hiphop routines I have ever seen.
The four men from four different
countries danced to a mash-up of
different songs, which kept things
interesting.
One of the best things about
the group, however, was the costuming. They all wore Lawrence

sweatpants with one of their own
t-shirts. While this doesn’t seem
particularly earth-shattering, I
thought it was really neat that they
managed to show the unity they
share here at Lawrence while still
adding a touch of individuality.
While I would love to continue
and review the entire show, I will
have to compromise and give you a
brief overview of some of the other
highlights of the show. Though
the emcees were not particularly
funny — in fact, many students
complained afterward that they
really detracted from the show —
many of the acts were absolutely
amazing.
The street dancing as well as
the Hmong, Brazilian and Mexican
dances were all very interesting. It
was fascinating to hear about the
different backgrounds and contexts in which each dance is usually performed, and then to see
each one performed.
Though each dance featured
beautiful costumes and intricate
movements, they were all radically
different. One was a flirtatious
dance incorporating handkerchiefs, one was a dance of friendship utilizing movements more
reminiscent of ballet and the last
featured the “zapateo” or footstomp, and was brighter and more
upbeat.
The Korean song “Breeze of
the Soul” was quite moving as well.
The singer conveyed the emotions
of the song about growing older
and missing loved ones quite beautifully. The final act of the first
half of the show, Bhangra Bash,
featured women in red robes and

Photo courtesy of Rachele Krivichi
men in blue, performing an upbeat
dance from the Indian subcontinent that got the entire audience
into its groove.
After intermission, the show
began again with Lawrence’s new
gamelan ensemble. This performance was particularly mesmerizing — the haunting, repeated cycle
of the gamelans combined with the
intricate movements of the dance
by Pak Dewa, a Balinese gamelan
master, made for an absolutely
amazing performance.
In Bali, the dance is meant to
be humorous and joking, featuring a masked dancer performing
awkward movements that appear
to contort the body in strange
ways. The differences in culture
were made apparent here — some
actually found the mask slightly
disturbing. The gamelan ensemble
provided fascinating insight into

“Post Meridian” showcases Xiao’s
experience with horror genre
Micah Paisner
for The Lawrentian

Sophomore Jinglei Xiao finally
got a chance to show his new film,
“Post Meridian,” Saturday April 10.
The 40-minute film was shown
three times, which exposed the
film to a broader audience. This
proved to be a good decision, as
the turnout was quite good.
“Post Meridian” is your typical
horror film. This may sound like
a condemnation of the film, but
that is not the case. Rather, Xiao
is aware of what constitues a horror film, and he included all of the
necessary elements and scenes.
The film follows a group of six
people on their way to a house in
the middle of nowhere. One of the
six turns out to be a psychotic killer who picks them off one by one.
While the plot was very similar
to horror films such as “I Know
What You Did Last Summer,” the
directing and editing were what
made the film stand out. There
were several impressive shots
throughout the film, including
many outdoor high angle shots.

Housing
Gods,
Be kind.

The abundance of shots in the
outdoor scenes shows the vastness
of the landscape, which highlights
the hopelessness of survival for
the characters.
Xiao, an avid horror fan, first
came up with the idea for “Post
Meridian” after working on the set
of “Project Solitude,” a Hollywoodproduced horror film, last year.
Of his experience on the set, Xiao
said, “I’ve learned a lot of filming
techniques... and making a film
is fun.”
Xiao made the film with the
help of several students, as well as
AM Theater Company and the LU
Film Production Club.
Like many other horror films,
the acting and script were not the
strong points. Xiao credited this
weakness to writing the script during his first year in America. He
mentioned that some of the characters’ lines seem awkward simply
because of when he wrote the film.
While this is true, at times, the
awkwardness of the dialogue gives
the film more character. One such
example occurs when the killer,
finally unmasked, explains that his

girlfriend was “so excellent!” Lines
like this make the viewer laugh,
which aids in dissociation from
the violence.
Also, the stereotypical — and
slightly laughable — dialogue
alludes to other horror films. In
many cases, a horror film is not
successful when the dialogue is
too believable; it takes away from
the experience.
Another slight problem in the
film is that there are no clues
throughout the middle of the
film concerning the killer and his
motives for killing. Subtle clues
would have enhanced the film and
made the ending all the more satisfying. Regardless, the ending is
very good. The final showdown
between the killer and the last
survivor is well shot and highly
memorable.
Overall, this was a very impressive effort from Xiao. The film
took around a year to complete,
and the hard work shows in the
final product. Xiao’s next project
will focus on a Chinese urban
legend about not calling a number
that appears in dreams.

Happy
Birthday
Katie!

Tom,
please bounce
before I start
talking. — MD

the many ways cultural norms can
be interpreted in different countries.
Another interesting performance was called “Tian Lu,” meaning Sky Road, and told the story
of railroad between Tibet and
China, “linking Tibet to the outside world.” While the dance itself
was beautifully compelling, what
I found most interesting was that
it was a described as a “Tibetan
dance, from China,” illuminating
the differences in cultural perception between Americans and
Chinese people.
Following these amazing acts,
Cabaret ended with a bang, featuring three awesome finales. An
African-Caribbean fusion featured
a mix of powerful ethnic dance and
modern hip-hop.
While at times I felt that the
hip-hop detracted from the overall

power of the performance, in the
end I thought it showcased not
only the diversity between the two
types, but also their similarities
and actually enhanced the message
of diversity that Cabaret attempts
to convey. The large group of people all performing such upbeat,
syncopated moves while dressed
in vibrant, colorful costumes really
made it all the more fun to watch.
The penultimate performance,
a Dominican Bachata danced by
two alumni incorporating hip-hop
and tango steps, was awesome.
Followed by an energetic performance by Japanese students in
Gettapu, the end of the show was
truly inspiring not only in terms
of impressive performances, but
also in terms of cultural diversity.
It was truly fascinating to experience so much culture in such a
short time.

TV is the answer: the two sides
of Showtime’s “Nurse Jackie”
Beth Carpenter
Columnist

Picture a female version of Dr.
Gregory House, without a limp but
with a conscience, who hides her
pill addiction. With that in mind,
you can come pretty close to imagining Jackie Peyton.
“Nurse Jackie,” starring Edie
Falco as the title character, is about
a woman who dispenses her own
justice. Whether it’s flushing the
severed ear of a violent diplomat
down a toilet - really! — or taking
money from a wealthy doctor so
a poor widowed pregnant girl can
take a cab home, Jackie does what
she wants.
Indeed, she seems to have her
own moral code: in the first episode, we see her engaging in a relationship with the hospital’s pharmacist, Eddie, who supplies her
with the Oxycontin and Vicodin
she needs to get her through the
day. Jackie goes to great lengths to
get down illegal narcotics, grinding the pills to dust so as to
disguise them as sweetener and
snorting the prescriptions like a
coke addict.
And yet, in shocking displays
of hypocrisy, we see her doling out
advice to drug addicts, berating
them for their reliance on illegal substances. We also learn of
her other, secret life, in which
she is married with two children.
Through all of these circumstances, she still manages to maintain
moral superiority at work.
Her husband is played by

Dominic Fumusa — a ‘91 Lawrence
graduate — and her pharmacist
lover is played by Paul Schulze,
and you can’t hate either of them
because you sympathize with both.
You also never really blame Jackie.
You simply accept the duality of
her life.
The supporting cast is mostly
made up of hospital employees
— Jackie’s boss, Gloria Akalitus,
is a ridiculous and exaggerated
characterization of the hospital
administrator. She is played by
Anna Deaveare Smith, who does
well with the material she’s given,
even though it sometimes flirts
with farce.
Jackie’s best friend, the easy,
breezy British doctor Catherine
O’Hara is played to flirty perfection by Eve Best. Merritt Wever
plays Jackie’s nurse intern Zoey, a
girl who constantly tries to live up
to Jackie’s standards, yet finds herself disappointing her role model
by talking too much or by committing any of the other small infractions that occur on a daily basis.
Peter Facinelli — sadly better known for his participation in
the Twilight franchise — plays the
irascible Dr. Fitch “Coop” Cooper,
a man with a sort of physical
Tourette’s, as he describes it, that
results in inappropriate touching
when he becomes nervous. All of
this is to say that the acting is
excellent, both slapstick and dramatic, and I have yet to see a
misstep.
“Nurse Jackie” airs Monday
nights on Showtime and is well
worth the investment of time.
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Alex Schaaf
Staff Writer

There are many ways for your
senses to be hit by a good show.
Sound is perhaps most obvious —
most people go to a show expecting a good-sounding performance.
It is music, after all. The visual
aspect is also usually important,
as some bands can give you a feast
for the eyes as much as one for
the ears.
Last Friday’s Japandroids
show, however, was the first time
I’ve really felt a show physically.
The kick drum sound in Chicago’s
Lincoln Hall was bigger than anything I’ve ever heard, as each hit
shook my entire body.
This may have been partly due
to the fact that I was standing in
front of a subwoofer, but even
from the back of the room, Lincoln
Hall was a loud place Friday
night. And it was only fitting that
Japandroids was the band to take
advantage of this sound.
Out of all the bands that I
have been listening to lately,
Japandroids is the one that you
feel more than you hear. Sure, the
songs are catchy and the guitar
playing is inventive, but you don’t
listen to a Japandroids song and
then have an intellectual discussion about the songwriting merits
of Brian King and David Prowse,
breaking down the way they implemented that major seventh chord
in the bridge, or the slant rhymes

being utilized in the lyrics.
This is not to say that the
music of Japandroids is simple or
dumbed down. Rather, the band
has struck upon the perfect combination of face-melting guitar
sounds and huge sing-along choruses. Many songs consist of only
a few lines of lyrics or only two to
three chords throughout the entire
song.
“Wet Hair,” for example, is
made up of three lines that are
repeated over and over. But rather than limiting their potential,
this technique allows those lines
to become so ingrained that it
becomes physically impossible to
restrain from shouting along to
the words — “We run the gauntlet
/ Let’s get to France / So we can
French kiss some French girls.”
In “Young Hearts Spark Fire,”
the chorus, “I don’t wanna worry
about dying / I just wanna worry
about those sunshine girls,” is joyously declared over and over until
all thoughts of worry and anxiety
are long gone.
Friday night’s show saw the
Japandroids playing every single
song off of their debut album,
2009’s “Post-Nothing,” as well as
both songs off of their recently
released 7” and a Mclusky cover,
which they closed with.
The sold-out crowd was energetic and the band fed off of
this energy all night: King jumped
all around the stage and Prowse
pounded away like a madman. The
two didn’t even stop for an encore
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break: “We’re not going to do that
‘go off the stage and come back on’
shit, we’re just going to play the
last song for you right now.”
The first band on the bill was
Chicago’s Lasers and Fast and Shit,
who played a bizarre yet enjoyable set consisting of minute-long
songs filled with tales of Arctic
wolves and bombs that ended
almost as soon as they had begun.
They had their own light show,
which, combined with the massive
amounts of fog on stage, led to an

impressive visual presentation, but
one that got a little annoying after
a while.
The second band was Avi
Buffalo, a young band from
California that presented a little
more mellow sound, one that was
pleasant and interesting, but ultimately forgettable.
The sound for Japandroids was
plenty loud and bone-vibrating,
but it was ultimately a bit muddy.
This seemed to work for the band,
however, as most of the vocal

melodies weren’t really nailed anyways, with King and Prowse yelling
most of the lines rather than trying
to hit the exact notes.
With most bands, this would
annoy me, but with Japandroids, it
was perfect. The show wasn’t about
hitting the right notes, or making
sure the crowd could understand
the words, it was about getting us
to feel it, and they certainly succeeded.

Artist Spotlight: Anneliese Abney
Molly Wilson
Staff Writer

When you know someone pursuing a
double degree in oboe performance and international studies who spent most of her life
somewhere between New Jersey and Germany,
and who is currently making a dress out of
Naked Juice labels in her spare time... well,
you know you’re at Lawrence. But that someone isn’t just the Admissions Office’s dream
student — it’s senior Anneliese Abney.
In addition to all of that, Abney plays
in the Lawrence University Wind Ensemble,
runs the German language tables at Andrew
Commons and cooks delicious food for co-op.
And she spends an exorbitant amount of her
time in a tiny room in the con making oboe
reeds.
Abney’s musical beginnings started in the
fourth grade when she played the clarinet
and “absolutely hated it.” In sixth grade, she
played in an all-city band, which coincidentally had no oboe players.
By chance, Abney’s family “just had an
oboe lying around,” and she agreed to switch
instruments. In her own words, “I agreed
without knowing what I go myself into... by
the time I realized it, I was hooked.”
And so Abney continued playing and
found herself here at Lawrence, studying
with Professor of Music and Teacher of Oboe
Howard Niblock. She credits the Wriston art
building as a large part of her decision to
attend Lawrence.
Laughing, she said, “Wriston reminded
me of my kindergarten and I loved that it
was here on campus... but I’ve only ever gone
there about four times.”
Coming up next for Abney is her senior
recital, which takes place next Saturday, April
24 at 3 p.m. in Harper Hall. She’ll be playing
works by Fasch and Poulenc as well as the

Photo by Susanna Valleau
Mozart oboe quartet, which Abney promised
is “really cute! Super cute!”
She’ll also be playing the English horn
on a piece titled “The Swan of Tuonela” by
Sibelius, which imitates the song of Tuonela,
the swan of death in Finnish mythology that
brings people across the lake to the underworld.
Abney giggled as she revealed that she’s
“intending to take everyone to the underworld with me.” Don’t worry — it’s really
charming when she says it.
After Lawrence, we can look for Abney’s
own reed-making business. Said Abney, “I’m
one of the few oboists who genuinely enjoy
making reeds. It’s probably just my penchant
for destroying myself... I have two or three
cuts on my hands right now from reed making.”
Until we buy Abney’s own personal brand
of reeds, we can look forward to hearing her
play with one of her own at her recital next
Saturday. Maybe she’ll even wear her dress
made of Naked Juice labels.
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Softball off to a winning start
Eric Follett

for The Lawrentian

The Lawrence University
women’s softball team headed to Janesville, Wis. last weekend to compete in the Midwest
Conference Classic Tournament.
After a rainout against MSOE last
week, Lawrence was ready to play,
and they finished the weekend
above .500 in conference play.
The first game against Illinois
College started slowly, but the
Vikings quickly turned it around,
with their defense giving their
offense a spark in the top of the
third inning.
With the Vikings down five
runs, junior Carli Gurholt and
senior Alex Goodson turned a dou-

ble play. In the next play, Gurholt
caught a line drive.
In the fourth inning, a homerun
by Goodson brought the Vikings’
deficit to four runs. Three more
home runs in the fifth by freshman Kathy Kaye, sophomore Katie
Simonsen and Goodson brought
the Vikings back to a tie game.
A solid sixth-inning hit by
sophomore Emily Perish secured
two more runs in that game, and
the final score was Lawrence
9, Illinois College 6, giving the
Vikings a win in their conference
opener.
Despite the best efforts of
the Lawrence squad in the second game against Lake Forest, the
Foresters came out with guns blazing and scored two runs in the first
inning.

Lawrence came back, but the
Vikings would be matched by Lake
Forest for the rest of the game.
Gurholt hit a home run in the fifth
inning, but it wasn’t enough. The
final score was 4-2 in favor of Lake
Forest.
In the third game of the weekend against Monmouth, Lawrence
lost its steam. After getting off to
a rough start, Lawrence was unable
to make up for early errors.
During the fourth inning, a
short pop-up bunt by Monmouth
ended with freshman catcher Dani
Cherry injured.
“The players that came into
the game after losing Dani really
stepped it up,” Simonsen said after
the game. Goodson hit her third
and fourth homeruns of the weekend, but her effort was in vain.

The final score was Monmouth 9,
Lawrence 5.
Lawrence wrapped up the
weekend on Sunday with a 9-0 win
over Grinnell College and an even
easier 13-3 win over Knox College.
The Vikings finished the tournament 3-2, leaving Lawrence (11-5,
3-2 MWC) tied for third place in
the Midwest Conference’s much
tougher North Division.
The Vikings plan on practicing hard in the upcoming weeks.
Despite their strong start, they will
need to prepare to the fullest for
future opponents, as four teams in
the North Division — St. Norbert,
Ripon, Carroll and Lawrence —
have started conference play
strong.

Lawrence University

Standings
Baseball
MWC

O'All

North Division
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence
Beloit
St. Norbert

3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-0

10-12
5-13
3-16
12-8
9-7

Kostreva leads Vikings to split with Carroll

South Division
Illinois College
Grinnell
Monmouth
Knox

6-0
4-0
0-4
0-6

12-7
13-10
6-15
7-13

Jon Mays

Softball

Staff Writer

The Lawrence University baseball team faced off against Carroll
University four times this past
weekend, and each team held onto
its home field advantage in the
series.
The Vikings started the weekend by traveling to Carroll, and
both games away from home could
have easily gone either way. The
games were decided by one run,
and the Vikings had a chance late
in both games to either tie or take
the lead. However, the Pioneers

held on to their leads to win twice
in Menasha.
Senior Luke Kostreva had a
huge day for the Vikings, going
3-5 with four RBIs in the first
game and 4-5 with two RBIs in the
nightcap. Kostreva also added a
homerun in each game.
The two teams traveled back to
Appleton for the second day of the
series, and once again the teams
were evenly matched.
This time, the Vikings came
out ahead. The difference for the
Vikings was speed on the bases.
Lawrence had 19 steals in the two
Sunday games at Don Hawkins

Tennis falls to Grinnell
Stephen Exarhos
Co-Sports Editor

The Lawrence University men’s
tennis team faced Knox College
and Grinnell College at home last
weekend.
Knox proved to be an easy
opponent, as Lawrence swept them
9-0. Senior Ryan Dunn led the way
— as usual — with a resounding
6-0, 6-0 shutout in the number one
singles match.
Dunn and his younger brother,
freshman Jason also led the way
in the doubles matches, taking
the number one match by a score
of 8-4.
The next day proved to be a
different story against a perennially powerful Grinnell team. The
Lawrence-Grinnell match carried
postseason implications, as both
teams are likely to progress and
meet again in the conference tournament.
Grinnell’s quality showed
through, unfortunately, and the
Pioneers won the match by a score
of 7-2.
The only victories for Lawrence
came in the number one singles
and doubles, with the Dunns doing

Field, including 12 stolen bases in
the first game, which set a school
record for steals in a single game.
Freshman Zach Owlsey pitched
a complete game in the opening
game, which Lawrence won 10-6.
The second game was much more
dramatic, but once again Kostreva
came up big.
With two outs in the bottom
of the eighth inning and a man on
base, Kostreva blasted a shot over
the center field fence to put the
Vikings ahead by a run.
Andy Frelich then came in to
pitch the ninth and did so perfectly, picking up three straight

outs and locking down the win for
the Vikings.
Junior captain Robert Rashid
had four hits and five RBIs on the
day, and Owlsey added three hits
in addition to pitching the complete game in the opener. Everyone,
however, was overshadowed by the
big first baseman Kostreva, who
finished with 11 hits and ten RBIs
for the weekend.
The Vikings (3-16, 2-2 MWC)
look to keep up their hot hitting this Thursday, when they will
travel to MSOE. They will then face
Finlandia at home Saturday.

Sports trivia
Q1: The NHL playoffs, starting this weekend, will feature 16
teams trying to get their names engraved on the Stanley Cup.
The names of players who win the championship this year will
join the nearly one dozen copies of the name of Henri Richard,
whose 11 appearances on the cup are a record. Richard, a Hall
of Fame center, played his entire career with what team?

MWC

O'All

North Division
St. Norbert
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence
Beloit

8-0
5-3
4-3
3-2
3-4

18-6
11-10
9-12
11-5
6-19

South Division
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Knox
Illinois College

4-3
4-1
1-4
0-5
0-7

8-12
14-8-1
3-18
5-15
5-18

Men’s Tennis
MWC

O'All

North Division
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Carroll
Ripon
Beloit

3-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-2

10-15
11-8
7-4
2-12
1-8

South Division
Grinnell
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Knox
Illinois College

2-0
1-0
2-1
1-1
0-4

16-5
4-9
13-6
4-12
2-10

A1: Montreal. The “Pocket Rocket” starred on the Canadiens of
the 1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s, winning the Stanley Cup of each of his
first five seasons in the NHL. Though Henri Richard was originally
thought to have been brought onto the team as a tribute to his
older brother, Maurice, the younger Richard finished his career
with 81 more points than his sibling.
Photo by Emily Mohr

their part. In the singles match,
Ryan defeated his opponent 6-2,
6-0, and in the doubles match, the
brothers flexed their muscles in an
8-1 win.
Lawrence has improved to 11-8
on the year, but they have yet to
face any Midwest Conference opponents from the North Division.
The team will travel to Ripon
College to face the Red Hawks
Saturday and they will host Beloit
College at home 11 a.m. Sunday for
their first divisional matches.

Q2: Kevin Durant, at just age 21, won the NBA scoring title
this year with 30.0 PPG, making him the youngest player ever
to win that award. If, next season, Durant could pass LeBron
James and Kobe Bryant to win the MVP award, he would also
be the youngest winner of that title. Currently, the holder of the
youngest-to-be-MVP title is 23-year-old Wes Unseld, who won
the MVP award in 1968 with what team that began its life as the
Chicago Packers and is now the Washington Wizards?
A2: The Baltimore Bullets. Before their 1997 gun-control-relatedname-change to the Wizards, the franchise spent 34 years as the
Bullets in Baltimore; Landover, Maryland; and Washington, DC.

H E LP TH E EN V I RONM ENT.
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
April 14, 2010.
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Ramble on the roof: It’s like
I have ESPN or something
Torrin Thatcher
Columnist

Being a sports fan really does
cause many hindrances in life.
It’s not just updates from ESPN,
friends and foes — we fans see
things in life that many others
don’t, just from intuition. Allow
me to elaborate a little bit with
things that happen here on campus during a typical day in my life.
When I see someone raise an
arm in class, I usually look at
the position of their elbow. Why?
Because whenever I see an arm in
the air, I envision the varying types
of throwing motion.
If their elbow is above the
person’s shoulder, then the person
more than likely has a throwing
motion in which they bring the ball
over the top.
If the arm is extended out
from the side of the body, then
I assume the throwing motion is
sidearm. If, like me, the elbow is
tucked against the body, then that
person probably has had shoulder
problems and can’t throw much at
all anymore. Your favorite sports
columnist here had some rotator
cuff and labrum damage back in
the day.
Anyway, what was it that made
me think of how we fans look
at things differently? Well, I was
recently watching SportsCenter
and I saw the MLB 2K10 commercial with Evan Longoria. Which
is all fine. He’s the cover boy, he
deserves the publicity — and whatever else comes his way for raking
in the ball play after play.
But what bothered me in the
commercial is that when he’s at
the plate explaining the $1 million
prize for pitching a perfect game,
we hear the announcer announce
that Longoria is the last out needed for a perfect game. There’s the
problem — can you guess?
If Longoria were to be the last
out in pursuit of completion of a
perfect game, that means he would
have to be batting in the last spot
of the lineup — and that’s not very
likely, considering that’s he not
too bad of a player.
I know, I know. I should not be
too bothered about this, but then
that made me start thinking about

other representation of sports,
mostly in movies.
Being a sports fan since I was a
young lad, I was able to find some
sports movies that were well done
and some that were done... not
so well. Sure, we have the occasional sports movie that is really
enjoyable: “Rookie of the Year,”
“Slap Shot,” “Major League” and of
course “Happy Gilmore.” But we
also get movies like “Ed.”
I mean, come on! Mickey
Mantle’s monkey playing baseball?
That’s like a golden retriever playing basketball, football, volleyball
and/or soccer.
Since I am a big dog person, I
did watch the original “Air Bud”
when Disney released it in 1997.
Who doesn’t dream about playing
sports with a four-legged friend?
These movies simply serve their
purpose of family entertainment,
so it’s not a big deal.
“Any Given Sunday” was awful,
though, and there’s no excuse for
that one.
Speaking of which, one of my
biggest annoyances in watching
football movies is the whole “clockhitting-zero-at-the-right-time-andscoring-the-game-winner” thing.
I can’t remember which football
movies have that one off the top
of my head, but Tony Danza takes
the cake.
That’s right, Tony Danza. It was
“The Garbage Picking Field Goal
Kicking Philadelphia Phenomenon”
that made me upset about football
and the final play.
I would like, just once, for a
football movie to have the last
play start with one second on the
clock, but then make that play
last a good 10-12 seconds. All
sports fans know that the last play
in football goes until the whistle blows, regardless of what the
clock reads. We obviously know
how advantageous this can be, as
we’ve seen plays go way past the
moment where the clock hits all
zeroes... “The Stanford Band is on
the field!,” anyone?
Speaking of a clock hitting all
zeroes, that about runs out my
time this week. Got to go catch a
few laterals and tackle a trombone
player or two.

Steininger out-jumps competition
Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University track
team traveled to Carroll University
last weekend to compete against
some conference foes, finishing
near the bottom of the field on
both sides of the competition.
On the women’s side, senior
Madeline Steininger provided the
highlights by winning both the
long jump and the high jump. Her
final jump in the long jump measured 4.91 meters, and her final
high jump was 1.60 meters.
Steininger has her sights set
on nationals this spring after having narrowly missed the national
qualifier in the fall.
For the men, David Zane placed
second in the men’s 3000-meter
steeplechase with an impressive
time of 10:26.26.

In the men’s 1500-meter run,
Mark Sprtel placed third with a
time of 4:12.47, just nine seconds
out of first place.
Sprtel wasn’t the only Viking
runner to be edged out of a
first-place finish. Freshman Sam
Stevens finished just six seconds
behind the winner of the 800meter run, completing his run in a
time of 2:04.94.
However, the Vikings were outscored by most of the other teams
in the seven-team meet. The men
finished in seventh place overall
with 33 points, while the women
finished in sixth place overall — ahead of only the Greater
Milwaukee Track Club — with 26
points.
The Vikings are set to compete in the Benedictine Twilight
Invitational this upcoming weekend.
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Athletes of the week
by Alyssa Onan

Luke Kostreva: Baseball
What is your favorite professional baseball team and who is your
favorite professional athlete?
Since I was born and raised in Wisconsin, it is no doubt the
Milwaukee Brewers. Even through all the hard times I have always
cheered for the Crew. My favorite professional athlete would have to be
Aaron Kampman, former defensive end and linebacker for the Green
Bay Packers. He is still my favorite professional athlete even though he
signed for the Jacksonville Jaguars this past winter. His work ethic and
love for the game is something that I truly respect.
What are your plans for after graduation?
After graduation, my ultimate goal would have to be becoming a
history teacher and a baseball coach. I love helping and working with
other people and to teach and coach I can do both of these things. Being
a coach I can help kids become better baseball players, but even more
importantly help them become better people.

Photo courtesy of Luke Kostreva

What has been your best memory during the past four years playing baseball?
My best memory during the past four years would have to be all the friendships I have made with
former and current teammates and coaches. The friendships that were made are something that can
never be taken away, and are cherished your whole life. And simply, having the opportunity and privilege to play college baseball. It is something many dream of doing but so few get to experience. At
the Division III level, you don’t get the fame and glory; you just go out, play and work hard every day
because you love the game.
What is your goal for your senior season?
For my senior season, I just want to go out and give it all I’ve got and play the game the way it’s
meant to be played. If I do that and keep working hard only good things will happen. In the end, when
it’s all said and done, and I look back at all the baseball I played, I will know I did not cheat myself and
left it all on the field.
What has been the hardest part about this season?
With the 18 rookies on the team this year we have worked hard to adjust to college baseball.
Especially with playing in Wisconsin our season is only a month and a half long. We have to deal with
playing a lot of games in a short period of time. With the season, we have 39 games in 49 days; we
have to be physically and mentally prepared to play well the whole season. A big thing we focused on
is dealing with adversity both on and off the field. During the game if things don’t go our way, how
will we respond? I believe that the rookies as well as the rest of the team have done a tremendous job
with overcoming difficulties we faced while still competing at a high level. Lastly, staying positive, even
though our record doesn’t show it. The hard work the guys put in every day is something that can’t be
overlooked. They have stepped up to the challenge of playing some very good ball teams, and if they
keep working hard, the sky’s the limit for future LU baseball teams.

Alex Goodson: Softball
What is your favorite part of being a member of the LU softball
team?
That’s a tough one, but if I had to choose, the best part of being
a member of the LU softball team is definitely my teammates. Florida
was an especially great trip because we were able to do things outside
of softball, which made us a lot closer as a team.
What are the team’s goals for the rest of the season?
This season our goal has been to play clean, fundamental softball
and continue to improve each game. As a team we are holding each
other accountable and pushing each other to continue to work harder.
But a more concrete goal for the season is winning the conference
tournament.
Photo courtesy of Alex Goodson
How long have you been playing softball and what got you started?
I have been playing softball since I was four... so a long, long time. I
started off in dance and gymnastics but my dad played baseball and softball his whole life and guilted
me into trying it. He told me that it would make him sad if I didn’t and after a few years I quit dance
and gymnastics to focus on softball.

How is the team chemistry this year and what is different about the team this year in comparison
to last year?
This year the team chemistry has been phenomenal because we’re friends as well as teammates. We
all have common goals and are constantly pushing each other. I think one difference this year has been
the Broeniman family. The softball team is involved in an organization called FOJ — Friends of Jaclyn
— which pairs kids who have serious illnesses with college teams. We adopted a girl named Emma
Broeniman and I think having her has given us another thing to rally around. We do crafts together,
have pizza parties and the Broeniman family comes to games to support us. The other difference is
that we do work.
If you could play any other position on the field, what would it be and why?
I love playing first base, but if I could play anywhere else I think I would like to catch. It’s a lot of
responsibility but the thrill of blocking the plate and tagging a runner out — or throwing out a runner
stealing a base — would be pretty exciting!
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What’s on your ipod?
Micah Paisner

Ed. note: Micah is a new writer for
the Arts & Entertainment section, so
here’s an informal introduction to
him and his taste in music.

3.“Nothing’severgonnastandinmy
way (Again)” by Wilco
This song makes me wish that
Wilco would release another pop
album like “Summerteeth.” I know
you have it in you, guys.

1. “Empire Ants” by Gorillaz
This is my favorite track off of
“Plastic Beach,” the new Gorillaz
album. About halfway through the
song, when the Swedish band Little
Dragon comes in, is just fantastic.
It’s almost impossible to not listen
to this song on repeat.

4. “Labor” by Aesop Rock
The opening track off of what I
feel is Aesop’s best album, “Labor
Days.” In my opinion, Aesop Rock
is the best rapper around. Look for
his new CD to come out sometime
this year.

2. “Millstone” by Brand New
Brand New is my favorite band,
and this might be my favorite song
of theirs. This song, so different from their others, shows why
Brand New is such a great band.
The way they can almost effortlessly change their sound every
album is amazing.

5. “Old Cold River” by The
Growlers
I saw these guys open for Dr.
Dog and was blown away. If you
get the chance to see them live, do
it. The lead singer will dance the
entire time, and by dance, I mean
sway back and forth with his hips
while holding his belt.

6. “O.N.E.” by Yeasayer
Who would’ve thought that
Yeasayer would release an album
that sounds so much like ‘80s pop
music? The whole album is fantastic, but this song is the standout
track. The last minute and a half
of the song is perfect.
7. “Hair Don’t Grow” by Annuals
I love the opening guitar riff.
These guys are one of the best live
acts I’ve ever seen. I would recommend all of their music. Check out
their new EP “Sweet Sister,” which
was released a few weeks ago.
8. “Start Wearing Purple” by
Gogol Bordello
This is a great song. Gogol
Bordello play the best gypsy punk
songs around. The lead singer,
Eugene Hutz, seems like one of
the coolest dudes. I would share
a bottle of wine with him — he
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drinks wine from the bottle during
their live shows.
9. “Don’t Make Me A Target” by
Spoon
The instrumental middle section of this song is amazing. It is
the perfect opening track for a
nearly perfect album, 2007’s “Ga
Ga Ga Ga Ga.” I saw these guys on
New Year’s Eve and it was the perfect way to bring in the New Year.
10. “Modern World” by Wolf
Parade
The second track off of Wolf
Parade’s 2005 album “Apologies to
the Queen Mary.” These guys are
an awesome band. The members
are all in other great bands, as well,
such as Handsome Furs and Sunset
Rubdown. Their new album had
better be good.
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by the editors. Any opinions
which appear unsigned are
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Letters to the editor are encouraged. The editors reserve the
right to edit for style and
space. Letters must be e-mailed
to: lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be text attachments.
— All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to The
Lawrentian no later than 5 p.m.
on the Monday before publication.
All submissions to the editorial
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contact number will not be
published.
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the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency and
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— Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.
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editor in advance of the publishing date.
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